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Abstract
The need to explicitly select the best review model in inventory control system is greater than ever
because managing and controlling inventories are difficult under intense competition. In this study,
three important questions are answered in inventory control system: which review model (periodic or
continuous) should be used; which objective function of review model should be used to increase
competitiveness of the supply chain; how to find the optimal values of initial inventory, reorder point,
and order-up-to level for each Distribution Centre (DC) and each Supplier. We proposed an
Optimization via Simulation (OvS) approach to determine the best inventory control system with
supplier selection and to obtain a remarkable amount of saving while increasing the competitive edge
in a fully stochastic supply chain environment. According to the results, total supply chain cost can be
improved at least 22 % and at most 66 % on average with proposed continuous review model.
(Received in August 2016, accepted in January 2017. This paper was with the authors 2 months for 2 revisions.)
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1. INTRODUCTION
To remain competitive, companies must provide high quality, high responsiveness, and low
cost. So they should know that managing supply chain members plays a key role to organize
supply chain effectively. In this case, the determination of the correct review model to be used
in supply chain members becomes inevitable so as to achieve company's goals. In literature,
two basic types of review models: a continuous review model and a periodic review model are
used. But there has always been a confusion on which review model will be the best and what
should be the values of the parameters for each model. This study fulfils a part of this gap by
studying periodic (s, S) and continuous (s, S) policies in a fully stochastic two echelon supply
chain with lost sales. After scanning the literature, we determined that there is a number of
studies performed to analyse (s, S) policies. For example, the optimality of (s, S) policy is
proven assuming linear holding and stockout costs, and fixed ordering costs [1]. Hollier et al.
[2] formed (s, S) policy using mathematical model where products experience lumpy demand
patterns and cutoff transaction size is incorporated into the policy. Bashyam and Fu [3]
incorporated service level constraint and general random lead times in the determination of
optimal settings of (s, S). Moors and Strijbosch [4] derived an exact formula for the average
stockout in a replenishment cycle of (s, S) policy where stationary gamma demand process
and deterministic lead time are used. Hu et al. [5] presented a multi-retailer system with
centralised ordering in (s, S) policy. Tlili et al. [6] proposed a two echelon inventory control
system including an outside supplier, a warehouse and two retailers. In the study, (s, S) policy
is used to control inventory of the warehouse and retailers. Cabrera et al. [7] analysed the
stochastic capacity constraint under (s, S) policy that directly affects distribution network
design. Nasr and Maddah [8] derived an equation to calculate the long run cost for a given (s,
S) policy and also evaluated dynamic and static (s, S) policies under Markov modulated
Poisson process demand. Göçken et al. [9] utilized an OvS approach for simultaneous
optimization of both parameters of the periodic (s, S) policy and determination of the most
suitable supplier for each DC in a fully stochastic two echelon supply chain by considering
https://doi.org/10.2507/IJSIMM16(2)5.375
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total supply chain cost (TSCC). Note that periodic (s, S) policy is also known as (R, s, S)
policy.
Whatever (s, S) policy is used depends on the corresponding costs since different types of
business objective are available in today's competitive marketplace. At this point, balancing
the two underlying opposing risks, the risk of underordering incurring stockout cost, and the
risk of overordering incurring holding costs can be considered as one of the most important
objectives. Also, Levi et al. [10] presented that this objective works reasonably better than
minimizing the sum of the two costs. However, total cost function per unit time which can be
considered as a most common measure of effectiveness is generally used to determine the
optimal (s, S) policies [11]. Therefore, we present the critical decision of whether minimizing
total supply chain cost over periods (Model 1) or minimizing differences between
overordering cost and underordering cost (Model 2) while determining the optimal inventory
control parameters (initial inventory, reorder point, and order-up-to level) that coordinate
stock levels in DCs and Suppliers. Moreover, proper selection of the set of Suppliers for DCs
is handled simultaneously. Our proposed OvS models provide a significant opportunity to
find optimum inventory control systems. In addition, they give reasonable solutions for
evaluating different configurations of inventory control system with supplier selection.
Supplier selection based on OvS methodology can be found in Ding et al. [12] where Genetic
Algorithm (GA) is used for supplier selection decisions and discrete-event model is used for
operational performance evaluation. Note that developing robust models that have an ability
to solve inventory control problem with supplier selection are very important in lost sales
environment. Therefore, comprehensive researches are needed to better understand how the
lost sales affect the total supply chain. Annadurai and Uthayakumar [13] used controllable
lead time and illustrated the impacts of increasing logarithmic and power investments to
decrease the lost sales rate. The lost sales rate, review period, and lead time are taken as
decision variables and basic periodic review system is formulated mathematically with the
capital investment. Bijvank and Johansen [14] compared lost sales inventory models with
various replenishment systems. Also, closed-form expressions are derived to approximate the
performance measures of interest for lost sales inventory control with the pure base-stock
policies.
Our study serves the following purposes: (1) Create more flexible and responsive OvS
models for inventory control systems; (2) Determine the optimal values of reorder point,
order-up-to level, and initial inventory for each DC and each Supplier while properly
selecting the set of Suppliers for DCs under lost sales system and stochastic environment; (3)
Determine which review model is preferable when different companies’ objectives are
considered; (4) Provide comprehensive analysis on the important decision of whether
minimizing TSCC over periods or minimizing differences between overordering cost and
underordering cost for (s, S) policies.

2. PROBLEM DEFINITION
Our supply chain consists of single product from Suppliers to DCs and DCs to customers
along a chain. Inventory levels of DCs and Suppliers are all monitored considering continuous
review (s, S) policies and periodic review (s, S) policies. They are used for three DCi (i
denotes DC in the system, i = 1, …, I) and five Supplierj (j denotes number of Suppliers in the
system, j = 1, …, J). Before proceeding with the proposed models, we summarize the used
notation. n is the set of periods where a period is one month, n = 1, …, N). Xin and Xjn are the
−
−
inventory level of DCi and Supplierj at period n, respectively. 𝑋𝑖𝑛
and 𝑋𝑗𝑛
are the unmet
+
+
customer order quantity of DCi and Supplierj over period n, respectively. 𝑋𝑖𝑛 and 𝑋𝑗𝑛
are the
remaining inventory quantity of DCi and Supplierj over period n, respectively. hi and hj are
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defined as the inventory holding cost rate of DCi and Supplierj for each unit of inventory,
respectively. ki and kj are specified as the lost sales cost rate of DCi and Supplierj for each unit
of stockout, respectively. pi and pj are defined as the processing cost of DCi and Supplierj,
respectively. Pi and Pj are the processing time of DCi and Supplierj, respectively. The order
cost per use of DCi and Supplierj respectively are defined as ci and cj which are the cost
charged for any order of DCi and Supplierj irrespective of the time spent in there. The order
processing cost of DCi and Supplierj is denoted as respectively Oi and Oj that include order
processing cost rate and cost per use. Order processing cost rate is proportional the order
processing time. Cost per use is the one-time cost which is accrued each time any supply
chain member is used. I{. } represents indicator function of the set. Two OvS models (Model 1
and Model 2) are created to determine the optimal inventory control policy parameters and to
select the best supplier.
Model 1: TSCC over periods is calculated as follows:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑

min 𝑇𝑆𝐶𝐶 = ∑

𝑛=1

+
−
{∑𝐼𝑖=1 ℎ𝑖 𝑋𝑖𝑛
+ I{𝑋𝑖𝑛 ≤ s} (𝑘𝑖 𝑋𝑖𝑛
+ 𝑝𝑖 𝑃𝑖 + 𝑐𝑖 + 𝑂𝑖 )} +

+
−
{∑𝐽𝑗=1 ℎ𝑗 𝑋𝑗𝑛
+ I{𝑋𝑗𝑛 ≤ s}(𝑘𝑗 𝑋𝑗𝑛
+ 𝑝𝑗 𝑃𝑗 + 𝑐𝑗 + 𝑂𝑗 )} ) (1)

Model 2: The total difference cost function over periods (THL) is calculated as follows:
𝑃𝑒𝑟𝑖𝑜𝑑𝑠 𝐶𝑜𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑑𝑒𝑟𝑒𝑑

min 𝑇𝐻𝐿 = ∑

𝑛=1

+
+
−
∑𝐼𝑖=1(ℎ𝑖 𝑋𝑖𝑛
− I{𝑋𝑖𝑛 ≤ s}(𝑘𝑖 𝑋𝑖𝑛
)) + ∑𝐽𝑗=1(ℎ𝑗 𝑋𝑗𝑛
−

(2)

−
s}(𝑘𝑗 𝑋𝑗𝑛
)

I{𝑋𝑗𝑛 ≤
)
For OvS models, cost and replenishment lead time related parameter values are specified
as seen in Table I.
Table I: The value of parameters for Suppliers and DCs.

Suppliers

DCs

Average Holding Cost: Uniform (2, 5)
Lost Sales Cost: Uniform (80, 100)
Processing Cost: Uniform (50, 75)
Order Cost Per Use: Uniform (50, 100)
Order Processing Cost Rate: Uniform (2, 5)
Cost Per Use: Uniform (100, 150)
Processing Time: Triangular (3, 5, 7) minutes
Order Processing Time: Uniform (2, 5) hours
-

Average Holding Cost: Uniform (2, 5)
Lost Sales Cost: Uniform (80, 100)
Processing Cost: Uniform (5, 10)
Order Cost Per Use: Uniform (50, 100)
Order Processing Cost Rate: Uniform (2, 5)
Cost Per Use: Uniform (10, 20)
Processing Time: Triangular (1, 2, 3) minutes
Order Processing Time: Uniform (2, 5) hours
Transportation Time: Uniform (1.25, 3) days

Continuous review: Inventory levels of each DC and each Supplier are all inspected using
continuous (s, S) policies. According to continuous (s, S) policies in a lost sales environment
whenever the inventory level declines below the reorder level (s), an order is given to increase
the inventory level of each DC and each Supplier until the order-up-to level (S).
Periodic review: Inventory levels of each DC and each Supplier are all inspected at every
R time units where R is a fixed constant and assumed to be 5 days. It should be noted that
only this value is considered to be constant and assumed to be the same for all Suppliers and
DCs placed. At the beginning of each review period, the inventory level of each DC and each
Supplier is increased until the order-up-to level whenever it decreases to a value smaller than
or equal to the reorder point. Note that the replenishment lead time of DCi and Supplierj
should be smaller than review period.
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Continuous review and periodic review model: Each DC/Supplier has their own initial
inventory, reorder point, and order-up-to level values separately. The distribution of the
customer order quantity at the DCs has a Poisson distribution with a rate parameter of 50.
Also, we assumed that average customer arrival rate at each DC is 1 per day. The DC
replenishment orders may vary depending on the order quantity between successive orders
and the resulting inventory at the time of ordering. The replenishment lead time of each
supply chain member is assumed to be stochastic. DCs’ replenishment lead times include
order processing time, transportation time from Suppliers to DCs, and processing time while
Suppliers’ replenishment lead times include order processing time and processing time. Note
that processing time represents the time needed to prepare items for serving at each supply
chain members. Order processing time signifies the length of time between the time when an
item order is placed and when it is ready to satisfy DC/Supplier order.

3. OPTIMIZATION VIA SIMULATION
OvS provides a significant opportunity to solve supply chain problem because OvS has the
ability of capturing the advantages of both simulation and optimization based methods
simultaneously [15-16]. Basically, OvS problem can be formulated as a minimization
problem:
(3)
𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑥∈𝑋 𝐽(𝑥)
where x is a p-dimensional vector of all the solution variables and X is the feasible solution
space. The objective function J cannot be obtained directly, but rather is an expectation of
another quantity L(x; w), to which we have access by running stochastic simulations, i.e.,
(4)
𝐽(𝑥) = 𝐸[𝐿(𝑥; 𝑤)]
where w represents the stochasticity in the system. In our setting, a sample of w represents a
simulation run, and L(x; w) is a sample performance estimate obtained from the output of the
simulation run. Multiple simulation runs should be performed to provide a good estimate of
̃ specifies the number of simulation runs and wj is the jth sample of the
E[L(x; w)]. Let 𝑁
randomness w. Thus, L(x; wj) is the performance estimate obtained from the output of the
simulation run j. The standard approach is to estimate E[L(x; w)] by the sample mean
performance measure.
1
̃
(5)
𝐽(̅ 𝑥) ≡ ̃ ∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝐿(𝑥; 𝑤𝑗 )
𝑁

̃ increases, 𝐽(̅ 𝑥) becomes a better estimate of E[L(x; w)]. Details about OvS models
As 𝑁
can be found in [17].
Basically, our OvS models include two fundamental tools: (1) An optimization tool (GA)
is used to find the optimal result; (2) A simulation tool evaluates performances of candidate
solutions. An excellent survey of the use of metaheuristics for OvS was presented by Ólafsson
[18]. GA is one prominent example, but others such as simulated annealing, tabu search and
many variations are available. In this study, GA is developed to assign new values for selected
decision variables (i.e., generating candidate solutions). In each cycle, simulation output is
returned to the GA as the most recent fitness function to be evaluated, and GA once more tries
to find better decision variables values to increase model performance. The basic structure of
GA can be found in [9]. In GA, selection, crossover and mutation are repeatedly applied to
form new chromosomes. Note that in this study, not only TSCC but also THL are considered
for the calculation of fitness value. Thus, fitness value fk is computed for chromosome k by
using the objective function value as given in Eq. (6):
𝑓𝑘 =

1
𝑇𝑆𝐶𝐶 𝑜𝑟 𝑇𝐻𝐿
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where TSCC or THL is the objective function value of the kth chromosome. The values of
crossover rate, mutation rate, number of iteration, and population size are taken as 0.8, 0.05,
150, 50, respectively.
Simulation seems a remarkable recourse to model and analyse the performance for supply
chain. The outcomes for different alternatives are evaluated via simulation and therefore,
unnecessary errors and costs are minimized [19-21]. In this study, simulation models are
created by using Simio (Version: 7.121.12363). Simio is a multi-paradigm modelling tool that
incorporates all paradigms into a single framework [22].
Our simulation model assumptions are given as follows: (1) Two echelon supply chain
consists of single product from Suppliers to DCs and DCs to customers; (2) Determined
inventory control parameters remain the same across the entire finite time horizon; (3)
Stochastic demand and stochastic lead time are used; (4) Single predetermined DC is used to
satisfy each customer demand. Single Supplier that is assigned after the optimization phase is
used to meet each DC replenishment order. Each Supplier replenishes its inventory from
unlimited sources; (5) If the order quantity is higher than the current inventory level of supply
chain member, possible order fulfilment takes place and unmet demand is lost; (6) Only
transportation times between Suppliers and DCs are considered; (7) Simulation model is run
for one year; (8) Inventory levels are not allowed to be negative.

4. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In this study, four OvS models have been proposed, each having its own advantages and
disadvantages. P-Model 1 denotes periodic review model whose objective function is TSCC.
P-Model 2 specifies periodic review model whose objective function is THL. C-Model 1
denotes continuous review model whose objective function is TSCC. C-Model 2 specifies
continuous review model whose objective function is THL. The convergence results for OvS
models are plotted in Fig. 1, where cost of P-Model 1 and C-Model 1 in the y axis includes
the direct cost and indirect cost.

Figure 1: The convergence results for periodic review and continuous review policies.
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Table II: The optimal values of inventory control parameters.
Supply Chain
Member

Model Type Initial Inventory Reorder Point (s) Order-up-to Level (S)

P*-Model 1
1897
P-Model 2
1658
DC1
C*-Model 1
1973
C-Model 2
1197
P-Model 1
1897
P-Model 2
1949
DC2
C-Model 1
1973
C-Model 2
1677
P-Model 1
1985
P-Model 2
1949
DC3
C-Model 1
1973
C-Model 2
1311
P-Model 2
1949
C-Model 1
1160
Supplier1
C-Model 2
1677
C-Model 1
1504
Supplier2
P-Model 1
1880
Supplier3
C-Model 1
1054
P-Model 1
936
P-Model 2
1915
Supplier4
C-Model 2
1311
P-Model 1
1667
P-Model 2
1915
Supplier5
C-Model 2
1197
*
*
P : Periodic review model, C : Continuous review model.

82
197
178
113
82
197
178
166
82
197
175
166
197
175
182
166
144
198
193
197
198
193
197
196

656
679
493
552
503
679
493
552
503
679
493
434
679
448
861
410
679
410
576
679
554
652
679
951

Different Suppliers are selected to satisfy DCs replenishment orders by continuous and
periodic review models as given in Table II. When TSCC and lost sales cost for DCs are
considered, C-Model 1 is significantly better than other models as seen in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: The comparison of TSCC and lost sales cost for DCs.

C-Model 1 can be used to increase responsiveness and customer satisfaction in today’s
competitive environment. In addition to the analysis of TSCC and lost sales cost, a
comprehensive analysis including order based analysis per each period (number of totally lost
order (NTLO) and number of partially lost order (NPLO)), probability based analysis (order
met probability per period (P1) and overall order met probability (P2)), and quantity based
analysis per each period (totally met order quantity (TMOQ), totally lost order quantity
(TLOQ), and partially lost order quantity (PLOQ)) are taken into consideration.
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For DC1 it is observed that the TLOQ value of C-Model 1 is equal to zero on average
while its value is 276, 164, and 50 on average for P-Model 1, P-Model 2, and C-Model 2,
respectively. Also, PLOQ and TMOQ values on average for DC1 are given in Fig. 3.

Figure 3: The value of PLOQ and TMOQ for DC1.

According to the order based analysis, the value of NPLO for DC1 with all review models
considered is found to be 1 order on average. NTLO values for DC1 are generally zero in
continuous review models while in periodic review models NTLO is observed to be 6 orders
on average.
For both Suppliers and DCs, P1 specifies the percentage of meeting incoming orders at
one month period and is calculated by using Eq. (7). Also, P2 is defined as the percentage of
meeting incoming orders over n periods and is calculated by using Eq. (8) for comparison
purposes.
𝑛
𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
(7)
𝑃1 = ∫ min(1,
)𝑑𝑡
𝑛−1
𝑛

𝑃2 = ∫0 min(1,

𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦

𝐶𝑢𝑟𝑟𝑒𝑛𝑡 𝐼𝑛𝑣𝑒𝑛𝑡𝑜𝑟𝑦 𝐿𝑒𝑣𝑒𝑙
𝐼𝑛𝑐𝑜𝑚𝑖𝑛𝑔 𝑂𝑟𝑑𝑒𝑟 𝑄𝑢𝑎𝑛𝑡𝑖𝑡𝑦

)𝑑𝑡

(8)

Note that if the values of P1 and P2 are close to 1, DCs/Suppliers have the potential to
satisfy all incoming demands over periods. According to the probability based analysis, P1
values with C-Model 1 for DC1 improve at an average of 26 %, 15 %, and 7 % with respect to
P-Model 1, P-Model 2, and C-Model 2, respectively. P2 values with C-Model 1 for DC1
improve at an average of 21 %, 12 %, and 6 % with respect to P-Model 1, P-Model 2, and CModel 2, respectively.
For DC2 it is observed that the TLOQ value of C-Model 1 is equal to zero on average
while its value is 410, 168, and 1 on average for P-Model 1, P-Model 2, and C-Model 2,
respectively. Also, average values of PLOQ and TMOQ for DC2 are given in Fig. 4.

Figure 4: The value of PLOQ and TMOQ for DC2.

According to the order based analysis, the value of NPLO for DC2 is 1 order on average
in continuous review models while on average its value is 2 orders in periodic review models.
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NTLO values for DC2 are zero in continuous review models while in P-Model 1 and P-Model
2 NTLO is observed to be 9 orders and 3 orders on average, respectively.
According to the probability based analysis, P1 values with C-Model 1 for DC2 improve
at an average of 43 %, 16 %, and 1 % with respect to P-Model 1, P-Model 2, and C-Model 2,
respectively. P2 values with C-Model 1 for DC2 improve at an average of 32 %, 13 %, and
1 % with respect to P-Model 1, P-Model 2, and C-Model 2, respectively.
For DC3 it is observed that the TLOQ value of C-Model 1 is equal to zero on average
while its value is 402, 162, and 1 on average for P-Model 1, P-Model 2, and C-Model 2,
respectively. Also, PLOQ and TMOQ values on average for DC3 are given in Fig. 5.
According to the order based analysis, the value of NPLO for DC3 is 1 order on average in
continuous review models while on average its value is 2 orders in periodic review models.
NTLO values for DC3 are zero in continuous review models while in P-Model 1 and P-Model
2 NTLO is observed to be 8 orders, and 3 orders on average, respectively. According to the
probability based analysis, P1 values with C-Model 1 for DC3 improve at an average of 41 %,
15 %, and 1 % with respect to P-Model 1, P-Model 2, and C-Model 2, respectively. P2 values
with C-Model 1 for DC3 improve at an average of 30 %, 12 %, and 1 % with respect to PModel 1, P-Model 2, and C-Model 2, respectively.

Figure 5: The value of PLOQ and TMOQ for DC3.

In DCs, if company has to use the periodic review model, P-Model 2 is better than PModel 1.The percentage of improvement depending on TSCC, lost sales cost, probability
based analysis, quantity based analysis per each period, and order based analysis per each
period is given in Fig. 6. The value of NPLO is same for both periodic review models.
Although NTLO value at DC1 is same for both models, the difference between models is five
on average for DC2 and DC3.

Figure 6: Percentage of improvement with P-Model 2 in DCs with respect to P-Model 1.

The magnitude of the decrease of the lost sales cost is not as high with the DCs as seen in
Fig. 7 where TSCC for each Supplier is also given. According to the quantity based analysis,
PLOQ is zero for C-Model 1 and is 39 units on average for C-Model 2 while its value is 2
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units on average in P-Model 2 for Supplier1. TLOQ is zero in continuous review models
while its value is 42 units on average for P-Model 2.

Figure 7: The comparison of TSCC and lost sales cost for Suppliers.

The average value of P1, P2, and TMOQ for Supplier1 is given in Fig. 8.

Figure 8: The analysis of Supplier1 for each model.

Note that Supplier2 is only used by C-Model 1 and therefore comparison is not available
for this supply chain member. According to the order based analysis, NPLO value for
Supplier3 is zero for C-Model 1 while its value is 1 order on average for P-Model 1. NTLO
values are zero for both models for Supplier3. According to the quantity based analysis,
PLOQ is zero for C-Model 1 while its value is 3 units on average for P-Model 1. For
Supplier3, TLOQ is zero for both models. The analysis of TMOQ, P1 and P2 values on
average for Supplier3 is given in Fig. 9.

Figure 9: The analysis of Supplier3 for each model.

According to the order based analysis, NPLO for Supplier4 is 1 order on average for used
models. NTLO is zero for P-Model 1 and C-Model 2 while its value is 1 order for P-Model 2.
According to the quantity based analysis, PLOQ is 6 units on average for used models. TLOQ
is zero in P-Model 1 and C-Model 2 while its value is 5 units on average for P-Model 2. The
analysis of TMOQ, P1 and P2 for Supplier4 values on average is given in Fig. 10.
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Figure 10: The analysis of Supplier4 for each model.

According to the order based analysis, NPLO for Supplier5 is 1 order on average for PModel 2 and C-Model 2 while its value is zero for P-Model 1. For Supplier5, NTLO is zero
for used models. According to the quantity based analysis, PLOQ is 3 units on average for PModel 2 and C-Model 2 while its value is zero for P-Model 1. TLOQ is zero for used models
for Supplier5. The analysis of TMOQ, P1 and P2 values on average for Supplier5 is given in
Fig. 11.

Figure 11: The analysis of Supplier5 for each model.

Each company is unique and includes many different inventory control systems. For
example, the detailed analysis on continuous (s, S) inventory control systems can be found in
[23]. Defining which review model to use depends on the properties of the company.
Therefore, extensive analysis of review models are made to provide the manager with more
information about the optimal review model. Proposed continuous review (s, S) policies and
periodic review (s, S) policies obtained in this study can provide a guideline on what
companies need to do in order to increase their performance.

5. CONCLUSION
Understanding of the whole supply chain perfectly is needed to select an effective model
because every company has different processes and different forms of strategies. Therefore,
many different analysis including cost based analysis and customer satisfaction based analysis
should be used to evaluate proposed models. The results of this study show that managers can
increase company’s competitiveness and responsiveness by using OvS models. The lost sales
cost of review models can be improved at least 46 % and at most 98 % on average for DCs
with C-Model 1. If company must use the periodic review model, the lost sales cost can be
reduced at least 36 % and at most 54 % on average with P-Model 2 for DCs. The TSCC of PModel 1, P-Model 2 and C-Model 2 can be improved at an average of 66 %, 50 % and 22 %,
respectively with C-Model 1. For periodic review models, the TSCC of P-Model 1 can also be
improved at an average of 33 % with P-Model 2.
This study is added to a practical knowledge of OvS based inventory management and
compared review models to make companies closer towards achieving business excellence.
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To understand better the scope of review models and opportunities associated with inventory
management, we give a detailed analysis of review models. The overall goal is to extract
dynamics of the system considered and transform it into an understandable structure for
managerial decision making. Inventory managers can easily determine the differences
between supply chain members and then conduct further investigations to establish plausible
explanations for differences.
Although OvS models have the ability to extract dynamics of the system considered, this
study has some limitations. First, Poisson distribution is only used with a rate parameter of 50.
Proposed OvS models should be compared with different demand rates to determine how they
affect whole supply chain. Second, review period is fixed in periodic (s, S) models. At this
point, GA can be used to optimize review period which may affect the OvS models. The other
good direction for future research would be to consider other metaheuristic such as harmony
search and particle swarm optimization to compare the performance of the proposed models.
The paper shall also be of great value to researchers to extend their research avenues into this
exiting area.
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